Watch This. No-Read It!

In our high-speed-connection world, why bother to read when you can get it
all electronically? LAUREN DZUBOW makes the case for not closing the book.
WHEN YOU CAN SEE ATONEment in two hours and ten minutes (enacted by the very appealing James McAvoy, no less), or listen to it on audiotape,
why bother working through the 371page novel? For that matter, why trudge
through the newspaper when you can
turn on CNN? Why puzzle over a manual when you can YouTube the instructions? Everyone knows the book is always better than the movie, but is there
any real advantage to getting your information by reading it?
Yes, according to neuroscience: Your
mind will most definitely thank you.
Just like muscles, the brain benefits
from a good workout. And reading is
more neurobiologically demanding than
processing images or speech. As you’re
absorbing, say, this article, “parts of the
brain that have evolved for other functions—such as vision, language, and
associative learning—connect in a specific neural circuit for reading, which is
very challenging,” says Ken Pugh, PhD,
president and director of research of
Haskins Laboratories, which is devoted
to the science of language and affiliated
with Yale. “A sentence is shorthand for a
lot of information that must be inferred
by the brain." In general, your intelli-
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“The benefits of all this mental activity include keeping your memory sharp,
your learning capacity nimble, and your
mind basically hardier as you age. No
one’s advising that you toss the DVD
player—or books on tape, which, Pugh
says, provide more work for your brain
than seeing a movie—but print should
take up part of your life, too. A literate
mind is a more complex one. “There's a
richness that reading gives you,” Wolf
says, “an opportunity to probe more than
any other medium I know of Reading is

